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MACROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION OF HEAVY-ION REACTIONS.— —

J. Rayford Nix

Theoretical Division, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, U.S.A.

Abstract

We discuss the statics and dynamics of large scale nuclear collective notion, with s?e-
cial emphasis on very-heavy-ion reactions. Compound-nucleus cross sections are calculated
by use of the criterion that the dynamical trajectory for the fusing syste= CIuscpass inside
the fission saddle point in a multidimensional space in order to form a corpound nucleus.
In an effort to understand whether nuclear dissipation is dominated by two-body collisions
or by the interaction of particles with tiler.eanfield generated by che re=aining particles,
we compare the predictions of various macroscopic approaches with those of tine-deper.dent
mean-field (l!artree-Fock)theories.

Introduction

Very-heavy-ion reactions are providing us the opportunity tc stuc!y:arge-scale nuclear
collective notion for systems chat are alnost twice as heavy as any kno:.-nnuclei and for
shapes that are far rer.ovedfrom a sphere. This is extending greatlv our understanding D5
nuclear shape changes acquired recently from studies of nuclear fission.

For the description of such large-scale nticlearcollective motion, ve zay use either a
microscopic approach or a macroscopic approach. ~<i~hinthe former a??roaih, substantial
progress has been ‘- -dependent mean-field (Hartree-pock)n.aderecently in terms of the t*..e
approximation [1,2]. I would like to discuss this approximation, w!~ichleads to srveral
predictions that are qualitatively different from those of most macroscopic approaches, near
the end of my talk,

My main concern here will be ;:it!) a macroscopic approach, which is based OR the rela-
: frcedo~ in a heavy nuclear sYste~.tively large nu~ber of degrees o. in this approach, c“.e

starts with a distribution of natter that is subjected to gfven forces a?? solves the re-
sulting classical eq~~ationsof r,ctionin SorIeapproximation. ~~lthour:.;ltre~.ptshave bee~

made recently to solve the equations of motion directly by use of finite-diff~re~ce tech,-
nfqucs [3], the more cor.-.cnprocedure is to assune that the matter is in~cnpressible :I:,J:0
epecffy the nuclear shape by wans of a smll nu-ber of collective coordinates. ?llisIcd:s

to a system of coupl.ec!nonlinear ciffererltfalequatioas, whose scluticn for a given sat Of
initial conditions specifies the time evolution of the nuclear shape [i--]. This tine e“.’o-
lution depends upon threo fut;cianer.talnuclear properties: (1) the nuclear pc!tentlalcnerz”;
of deformation, (2) the collective kinetic enerq:.’,and (3) the dissipation mechanism ior
converting collective energy into intern,~lsingle-particle excitation enerSy, The internal
degrees oi freedom are treated f.r~plicitly,in contrast to the explicit treatment of the col-
lective degrees of freedom.

Potential Energy

The nuclcnr potential cncr~y of deformation ronsists of iinucler ‘ macroscopic encr~y. a
Coulomb cncr~y, a ccntriiuunl cncr~y, and a sinl:lc-p<lrticlccorre’” .)no For nuclei with

zero internal cner~y, the last tern tn.iybe calculated by use O’ .utinsky’s method [S,9].

This term in general decrcnscs with incrcasinc internal cnor~y.

An example of the nuclcnr macroscopic cncr~y and Coulomb cner~y, as well as their SUR,
1s shown in FIc. 1 for the collinion of two sphcrfcal “Kr nuclcl (10]. The energies arc
plotted as functions of the distnncc r between the centers of mass of the two halves of
the systcm, for o spt~cifi,!donc-dincnsional soqucncc oi shnpcs. These shapes ore genrrntedbyassumin~ ttmt after tho nuclei COIW into contnct the dunsity rcmilinsconstant throul!hout
t}m ahapc, with tllcdisplnccd m;lttcrsinpl:~filling in tl)uncch rcfiion. ‘f’lIisis valid only
when the rclntivc vclocitlcs nftcr contact nre Srnitll compared to the nucle.!rspeed of sound,
At hi~hcr incidunt onor~fcs, the incrcngo in dmsltv in the neck rcnion would lead to an
increaBc in potential encrl;yas the nuclei come tonetht!t’.
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Fig, 1. Nuclear macroszo ic e~e~y~,-
t

Coulomb energy, and their sum
for the reaction ‘“~r + ‘Kr -- ,.x. The energies are plotted
as functions of the distance r becxee~ the centers of mass of the

in units of the radius RO of the spher-
~~lh~!m~~u~; ~~l~~~t:~}Hf.

The nuclear rnacroacopicenergy shown in Ftg. 1 was calculated by means of a docble *:al-
ume integral of a Yukawa effective two-nuc]~on ir.teraction[10-13], This ?rocciure, wh,ich
suffers from the lack of any aspects of nuclear saturation, leads to nuclear potentials thz:
decrease more slowly with incrensin~ distance t!iannuclear potentials derived from heav::-icr.
elastic-scattering data [14,15].

This deficiency may be corrected either by use of the proximity formalism of Sw$ateckl
●nd coworkero [16], or alternatively by use of an effective two-nucleon ir.teracticr.:ha:
yields a minimum nuclear rn,acroscoplcenergy for zero separation between two ser.i-infir.i:e
elabs of nuclear matter [17]. By starting t:ittithe difference between two Yukat;afunctions
whose stren8ths arc required to reproduce this saturation condition and the correct ~.uc:ear
surface ener~y, one finds that the ranges of both Yukawa functions must be apprcxir,atel~:
equal in order to rcprp’l)ccheavy-ion elastic-scaztcring data. In the limit in which t$,e
ranges are equal, this .,CWpotential is obtained by multiplying the old si:lgle-Yuks<a\uten-
tial by the Yukawa ran},c a iinddiffercnciatins with respect to a , which leads to n
Yukawa-plus-exponential effective two-nucleon interaction [17].

For two separated spherical nucioi, the resulting nuclear potential may ba written as

whare
Vn--v red (2+:) e-s’s D

● mr - (R1+R2)

ie the separation bctwccn the Inner surfaces of the two nuclei of equivalent-sharp radii RI
snd R2, and where a is th? ran~c of t}w Yukawa and exponential functions. The potential
reduction factor \’rcd is in ~cncrnl a function of both the nuclear system and the separa-
tion s [17]. tlowevcr,when ,R1/a >> 1 and R2/a >> 1, it slmpllflca to

*
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where r. is the nuclear-rm!lus ccmstnnt, whose value is taken from an analysis of electron-
Scattering data and muonic-atom data [18], and where

with as

./as\[-.s(qJ][l-K,(”\’~fl11’2 ,

the surface-energy constant and KS the surface-asymmetry constant.

Although at the above lc.velof approxit:.ationthe Yukawa-plus-exponential potential gives
the same result as the proximity formalism [16], when treated exactly it contains geometric-
al corrections that are somewhat different. For this exact treatment, we compare in Fig. 2
the predictions of the Yuk.awa-plus-exponentialpotential with values of the nuclear poten-
tial determined experimentally from.heavy-ion elastic-scatterin~ data and heavy-ion fusion
data [17]. Although stirmdiscrepancies are evident, this approach describes the main fea-
tures of the nuclear potential as determined by these reactions.

t 6 I
-20’ 1 , ,....IL ! , ! : . ........... .....—. --4.... L.1

D’istoncebe~weenlnne?Surfaces4sla
5

Fig. 2. Comparison of the Yuka~~a-plus-cxponcnti.alnuclear poten-
tial (solid curve) with val(]osderived from heav;:-ionelastic-
scattcrin~ data (solid points) and heavy-ion fusion data (open
points),

In addition to hcaw-inn renctions, the Yukawa-plus-exponential potential can be used
for fission and nuclear ~round-state mIsscs and deformations. ;,sshobm in Fi~. 3, this ap-
proach reproduces the fission t;orri.crsof rare-earth nuclei throu~!~actinide rIuc.lcito with-
in an accuracy of 1 or 2 :ICV[17], w!icnsin~lc-partfcle effects arc calculated by use of a
folded-Yukaws sin~lc-pnrticlc potential [19,20]. This approach also rcprcduccs the j;round-
state masses of 165 even nuclei in the act.inidcr,n}:ionqnd four regions oi spherical nuclei
with a root-mean-square deviation of 1.2 }!cV[17],

In both fission and very-heavy-ion rc.tctions,the cnd portions of :hc system in general
●ro of unequal size and do not rcm,linspherical, Ther(*forc,iIlnrlditior,to the coordinate
r that specifics the distance between the lcit-hnnd and ril:ht-ll,lndportions of the systcm,
w(! need a mass-ilsvmmctrycoordin;]tc N and a fran~lerlt-~lol~}:ilti~ncoordinate P’, The former
10 defined as the diffcrcncc in mass betw~qcnthe two portiol;s,d.vlded by tlw totnl mass,
●nd tho latter is ~lefinedas the sum ot’the root-mci~n-squnr~ cxtcnslons olon~ the symmetry
●xis of the mass of c:tchportion about its ccntcr of n,lss[12.131. Of course, for a sha~c
without u well-deffncJ neck, some
two portions [13].

W nhow in Fig, 4 nomc of the
CJtwhen the masa aaymmctry a _ O

prescription must be oclo~tr~for dividinR the aystcm into

nuclear s!lopescorrcsponctingto various vnlucs of r and
[12]. The lower left-hnud pnrt of the fil:urocorresponds

3--
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the Yukava-plus-exponential fisston-
barricr height (solid curve) with the macroscopic contributions
to experimental fission-barrier heights (points).
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Fig. 4. Nuclear shapes corresponding to various values of r
and o , which are indicated by plus signs.

to a single comporitt?system, and the lower richt-hand part corresponds to two separated nu-
clei. Extcndinfldi~gonally toward the upper ri~ht-hand corner arc three-fragncnt and faur-
fragment confi~urations, which tireseparated from each other by elongated cylind~r-like
shapes .

Figure 5 showe as a function of these two coordinates the macroscopic potential energy
for hcnd-on collisions iIIthe reaction ‘I”pd + l;OPd + 220fJ,calculated with the Si!l~L&

Yukawa potcnti,ll[12], The binary fission snddle point, whose location is indicated by two
220u nUCICUS. Wh@Seshort crotiscdlines, lies 6,3’McV Idntw in cncrfiythan the sphcricnl

locatior is indicntcd by a Ninglc solid dot. The point of first contact in henvy-icn reac-
tiona, whose location is indicated by two adjacent solid dots, lies some 24 NcV higher in
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Fig. 5. Macroscopic potential-energy contours for the 220U
nuclear system, in units of FleV.

energy than the binary saddle point. In this two-dimensional space, the path between the
contact point and the sphere is on the side of a steep hill, with the potential energy de-

creasing rapidly toward increasing fragment elongation c .

For nuclear systems lighter than about 220U the macroscopic zero-angular-n’omentumbina-
ry saddle point lies outside the contact point, which permits compound-nucleus formation to
occur whenever the ions are ~rought into contact at moderate energies. However, for nuclear

systems heavier than about 2’9U, the macroscopic zero-an~ular-nomentun bimry saddle point
lies inside the contact point, with its location moving toward tke sphere as the size cf the
system increases [12]0

Nuclear Dynamics

A necessary condition for forning a compound nucleus 1s that the dynamical trajector:~
for the fus~ng s:~stenpnss inside the fission saddle point in a multidimensional space [o].
In addition to ttlepotential energy, the dynamical trajectory depends upon the collective
kinetic energy and the mechanism of nuclear dissipation.

We calculate t.hccollective kinetic cnerfiyfor nuclear flow that is a superposition of
incompressible, nearly irrotatlonal collective-shape motion and rigid-body rotation [4-7].
As an approximation to Irrotational flow we use the l;erncr-1.%eelermethod, which detcrfiines
the flow in terms of circular layers of fluid [4,5]. Angular momentum is taken into account
approximately by means of a pseuclopotentialthat is calculated for the rigid-body rotation
of nuclear shapes that are required to remain axially syrunetricabout an axis that is rotat-
ing in space [61. The nuclear shapes are described in terms of smoothly joined portions of
three quadratic surfaces of revolution [4].

Nuclear dissipation is included by means of the Rayleish dissipation function [5,7,9],
which depends upon the nuclear shape and time rate of channe of the shape, OS well aS IIPLMI
the particular mt:chanismthat is used for convertin~ collective energy into internal encr-gy.
At present we knc,wvery Iittlc about this mechanisn, hut are cxplorinflpossibilities th.qc
range from ordin:;rytwo-body viscosity, which arisea from the collision of nucleons with
each other [5], t.oone-body dissipation, which arises from the collision of nucl.eonswith
the moving nuclcc.rsurface [7,21].

The rcsultin[;Ccneralfzed La~ranRc equations of motion ar~ transformed into the General-
ized Hamilton cqlmtions of motion and into~rntcd numerically to dctcrminc t!w dynamical tra-
jectory, for a given set of initial conditions, For the case in which the nuclear dissipa-
tion is zero, wc,show in Fig, 6 some uxamplcs of those triljcctoricsfor the rcnction
ltopd + llopd * 420U at a bombardin~ enorfiyin the center-of-m,~sssystem thot is 20 MeV
above the maximunlin the one-climcnsionnlzero-an~lllar-nome[ltuminteraction bnrriur [6]. At
this bombflrdin~cncrny, only those trnjcctorics with angulnr momentum L lUSS than the
criticnl value Pcri

f
R 45 pass inside the fission saddle point for that nn~$llnrmomentum

(Indicated by the PO nta) and lead to compound-nucleus formation.

-5-



Dynamical trajectories for the reaction llOPd +
Y;%;d6; 220”0

The resulting compound-nucleus cross section for this system is shown by the solid curve
in Fig. 7 [61. In the energy region below the arrow in the solid curve, the conpound-
nucleus cross section Is determined by the requirement that the dynamical trajectory pass
inside the fission saddle point. This requirement reduces substantially the compound-
nucleus cross section compared to that calculated for a one-dimensional interaction ba”rier,
which is shown by the dashed curve. In the energy region above the arrow in the solid
curve, the co~pound-nucle’~scross section is determined by the angular momentum at which the
fissionsaddlepoint disappears.

5ooor I 1 1 I
L

llopd+llopd-220u

Reoction
.d.-’-

-,/.-

./
,/’-”

./
- i 000 ,0

E
/ Cotnpound-nuclev$

,/ (One-dimerwionol borrierl

500 - ,.”’t--------- ”------- __:
co.-

$ Compound-nucleus

~

‘1

Ecm-Ebo, (MeVl

Pig. 7. Compnrlson of various cross sections for the
Ilopd + ~l”pd -t220U,reactfon ‘l%o results arc plotted

aa functions of the ccntcr-of-mnss bomb(~rdin~cnur~y
relative! to the mnximum it~the onc-dimcnsioniilzcro-
angular-momcuturninteraction barrier.
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84Kr ●209Bi ~

(Unik of 10-22s)
Y-)

E born = 600MeV u

L=dlOh
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~ = 0.015TP t)

b
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Fig. 8. Tine evolutionof the nuclear shape for the reactian
“Kr + 209Bi ~alculated for a two-body viscosity coef:ici~~.:

~ = 00015 TP’= 9 % 10-Z* MeV s/fm3 . The laboratory bc-Darc-
fng energy is 600 NeV, and the angular momentum is 200 !].

As shown by the dot-dashed curve, the total reaction cross section, which is detercir.ed
by the point at which the tails of the two nuclear densities bcRin to overlap rather thar.by
the subsequent dynanical notion, is roughly 10 ti~es the compound-nucleus cross section. AS
the size of the nuclear systcn increases.,the fission saddle point moves tcvard the sphere,
which decreases the compound-nucleus cross section.

For the case in which the nuclear dissipation proceeds by ortiinaryt::o-bodyviscosity,
we show in Fic. 8 a calculation of a hi~hly inc;ast?.ccollision [221. After the a“Kr and
20~Bi nucIci ~onc into contact, the system deifelops an appreci;lbleneck, ~;~lichis followed

by a substctntiolelonflationof the two portions of the system. The initial bonbardinc ener-
gy is therefore converted partly into collective potential and kinetic energy, and partly
into internal sin~lc-particle cxcitaCion energy.

For a given an~ulitr nomcrttum,such calculations predict the most probable final kinetic

energies, cnclcs, Jnd m:lsscscf the fraxrncntscmcrr,innfrom a hcn~’y-ion collision. In addi-
tion to toc most probablu valuus, tllc widths of the distrib!ltionsin these quantities arc
also important. These widths arise portly from qunntill fluctuations that KiVe rise to dis-
tributions in Lhc V:IIUQSof the initiul collective COOrdilNltoSan~~their conjucat~!m~mcnta
[4,231and partly from neglecting the effect of the internal coordinates on the dyn~lmical
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path. ThrouEh the introduction of an effective diffusion constant, this latter effect iS
Often assumed to be responsible for the entire widths of the d.tstributfonsin the final
quantities of interest [24-261.

Comparison with Neiin-FieldTheories

I would like now to turn to a microscopic approach for the description of large--scale
nuclear collective notion. The ultimate microscopic approach--nirvana--would consist of a
quantal relativistic tine-dependent many-bod:~theory with all hadro!iicdegrees of freedcz
included. Of co,~rse,in order to reduce such an ultir.atetheory to something that is trac-
table, we must make several approximations [27].

First, we must specify which dc~recs of freedom are to be treated explicitly (for exa~-
ple, only the nucleons) and which implicitly. Second, we must give up relativity, which
leads to a time-dependentmany-body Schr;din~cr equation. Third, we must a??roxi~ate tks
time-dependent r.any-bodywave function in sore way. Although wc could atter.?cto ta’ke2?.:0
account correlations betveen the particles b;~use of a correlated wave func::o~, in ?rac-
tice it is necessary to introduce an effec~ive interaction, at bhich stage ac approximate
generator-coordinate ~ave function could be used. If, finally, there are nany degrees c:
freedom and no explicit correlations, we are led to an independent-particle wave functicn,
such as a time-dependent Hartree-Fock wave function.

Such mean-field theories have been used recently tc~calculate what happens in both
heavy-ion reactions [lj and in fission [2], with soce predictions chat are ~uaiitativel:~
different from those of most macroscopic approaches. AS an example, we show in Fig. 9 the

40@+40~ E/A.2M,v

t-o.i6

t-0,48

Fig. 9. Time evolution of the nuclear density for
“Qca + IIOca, ct,lct,latu~ with the time-depcndctlt l!ortrec-FockJIPPro~imfition=

the head-un collision of

The center-of-m,tssbombardin~:onor~y pcr compound nucleon is 2 }fcv,wltfch
corresponds to a laboratory bombwd~ng cncrny per projectile nucleon of 8 NeV.
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results calculated in the time-dependent Hartree-Fock approximation for the head-on colli-
sion of two *°Ca nuclei at a laboratory bombarding ener~y of 320 :leV [11. Because in this
●pproximation the particles fnteracc only with the mean field generated by the remaining
particles, the two nuclei pass chrou~h each other rat;lerthan formin~ a compound nucleus.
During this interpenetration, the composite system maintains a prolate shape. By way of
contrast, in most macroscopic approaches the svstem would proceed from an initially prolate
shape to an oblate shape. then underxo danped oscillations about the spherical shape, and
finally forroa compound nucleus. Some attempts have been made recently to extend the time-
dependent Hartree-Fock approximation by taking into account two-body collisions [28,29].

As a final example, we compare in Fig. 10 the results c:Lculated with the time-dependent
Hartree-Fock approximation fcr the fission of Z~sU with those calculated with four different

macroscopic approaches [2]. The time-dependent l?artree-Fockcalculations are performed for
shapes that are reflection-syrmetric and axially sy-.~etric,for a constant pairing gap of
2 MeV that is designed to simulate the effects of deviations fron syrnetric shapes, and for
zero spin-orbit interaction. The four macroscopic calculations are performed for zero dis-
sipation, for ordinary two-body viscosity, and for tvo versions of one-body dissipation.
The results of the tine-dependent Hartree-Fock calculation are qualitatively sin.ilarto
those of the first three macroscopic approaches. L’sfortunately,it is not possible from
this comparison to distin~uislnbetween such drastically::different nechanisns for nuclear
dissipation as two-body “JiSCOSit)’ and one version of one-body dissipation.

.MICROSCOPIC
CALCULATION

m+f

p.s.

“/d

Nonviscous

,/—’
.— 1

/—————.
~—.—.,

(-----?. -—,......... ...
!>.

. ..--- ...,’

MACROSCOPIC CALCULATION

TWO-BODY Mco OM.SODY
VISCOSITY LWSSIPATIO++
*.003TP 4*. 32 *.@

(—-’-- /----7
L.’

—- -’)L---’ C3

~, ~s..-----------..-.. /
‘.- . . . .

‘ <,> ~)

5 —-. .. ...— ...z
.Zo.noozw .m.oo b--% .233-- ‘—–+?0-00 cm
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Fig. 10. Time evolution of the nuclear shape for the fission of 23GL’.calculated
with the tine-dependent Hartree-Fock approximation and with four diffcretlt macro-
scopic approaches. In each case the initial conditions corrcsprmd to stortin~
from rest at a point beyond the fission sndcllc point ti.~t is 1 ![cL’lcwer in ener-
gy than the saddle-point energy.

Outlook

By means of very-heavy-ior,renctions, we are now embarkinc on a study of the dynamics of
large-scnlc nuclc~r collective motion. As is true with any field in its infancy, many
importnnt quest.!onsremain to be nnswcrcd. Are nuclei more ncarlv mobile like water, cr
more nearly viscous lil-.choncv? Do nuclei dissipate their collective cnerflyprimarily
through collisions bctwccn individual pnrticles, or throu!:hcollisions of particles with the
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moving nuclear surface? Do the ma;,y”approximatlonn that are necessary to reduce the viti-
Mte rnlcroscoplc =heory to somcthin~ that is tractable invalidate the prcdictiona of mcan-
field theories? Are we able to obtain a satisfactory ❑~croscopic description?

Some of these questions will be answered ultimately through comparisons with experimen-
tal data obtained by continuing to bombard various targets with various projectiles at va:-
10U8 energies. However, some of the more important ones could be anawered much sooner by
performing experir.entschat are carefully desirmed to test the unique predictions of the
mean-field theories and various macroscopic approached. I hope Lhat so~e of the experimen-
tdists in the audience will rise to the challenge!
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